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The current paradox of data economy

• The exponential increase in the processing of personal data has created
a wide array of unprecedented possibilities to gain useful insights via 
artificial intelligence and machine learning; at the same time, these
developments expose individuals to new privacy threats.

• Privacy vs usability



Privacy enhancing technologies

PETs want to bridge the gap of data protection on one side and the value of data on the other,

also called the privacy-utility tradeoff.



Legislator and public authorities on PETs

The US Senate in  “Promoting Digital Privacy Technologies Act”

- Proposes the definition of PETs as “any software solution, 
technical processes, or other technological means of 
enhancing the privacy and confidentiality of an individual’s
personal data in data or sets of data”. 

- The Act is planning to provide support for research, broader
deployment and standardization

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/224?r=8&s=1


PETs categories
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(Fully) homomorphic encryption  (FHE)
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Secure multiparty computation vs FHE 

FHE

MPC



Is this even possible? 

- Still   slow in computation
- Relatively cheap in communication 
- Only possible (currently) for simple functions

FHE MPC

- MPC is a very mature technology
- Several general purpose protocols 
- It allows collaborative computing, hence

it requires communication between parties
- Generally cheap in computation



Zero-knowledge proofs

- ZKPs enable a party to demonstrate a statement to other
parties without revealing any information beyond the proof.

- ZK Proofs facilitate the development of an entirely new range
of applications, e. g. blockchain, “proof of humanity”, national
security purpose



Zero-knowledge proofs – The SIEVE project 
(Securing information for encrypted verification and evaluation)

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency: ``Recent research has substantially
increased the efficiency of ZK proofs, enabling real-world use, primarily by
cryptocurrencies. While useful for cryptocurrencies, the ZK proofs created are specialized
for this task and do not necessarily scale for transactions that are more complex. For
highly complex proof statements like those that the Department of Defense (DoD) may

wish to employ, novel and more efficient approaches are needed.’’

1. Prove whether or not vulnerabilities exist in software without revealing how they are caused;
2. Assess properties of cyberspace operations capabilities without accessing source code; 
3. Assure anti-tamper cyber-security techniques without revealing code details.



ZK proofs and post-quantum signature schemes

FAEST: new post-quantum signature scheme 
- Only based on symmetric primitives (AES-SHAKE)
- Small keys
- Faster in signing and  shorter than SPHINCS+
- Based on MPC tools

It will be submitted to the next NIST PQC standardization call on the 1st June.



Case study report - UN Committee  on Big Data and Data 
Science for Official Statistics

Boston Women’s Workforce Council: Measuring salary disparity 
using secure multi-party computation

Purpose To measure the gender and racial wage gaps 
throughout the greater Boston area every 1-2 years

Datasets Real demographic and payroll data from companies 
and non-profit organisations, large and small, 
throughout the greater Boston area

PETs used Secure Multi Party Computation

Application Secure vector addition

Details of computation Organisations contribute a spreadsheet containing 
more than 600 cells of data. The Boston Women’s 
Workforce Council receives the summation of each 
cell across all participating organisations.

Parties and trust relationship More than 100 participating organisations act as input 
parties; the Boston Women’s Workforce Council 
serves in a compute and output party role; Boston 
University serves as a compute party. Participants 
trust BU and the BWWC to behave semi-honestly, with 
the ability to audit and verify code.

Implementation status Production

Resources Boston Women’s Workforce Council reports
Data submission website
Open-source code repository on GitHub
Publications about the PET used in this project appear 
at SOUPS 2019, COMPASS
2018, SecDev 2016, and the Communications of the 
ACM.

https://unstats.un.org/wiki/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=150012020
https://unstats.un.org/wiki/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=150012020
https://thebwwc.org/wage-gap-studies
https://100talent.org/
https://github.com/multiparty/web-mpc
https://eprint.iacr.org/2019/734.pdf
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3209811.3212701
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3209811.3212701
https://cybersec-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/secdev/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/05211500/secdev16-final46.pdf
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3029603
https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3029603


Case study report - UN Committee  on Big Data and Data 
Science for Official Statistics

Italian National Institute of Statistics and Bank of Italy: Enriching 
data analysis using privacy-preserving record linkage

Purpose To enable enriched socio-economic analysis by 
augmenting data held by Bank of Italy with data 
held by ISTAT (and vice versa).

Datasets Socio-demographic and financial datasets 
(linkable via tax code common key)

PETs used Secure Multi Party Computation

Application Private Set Intersection with Analytics

Details of computation ISTAT and Bank of Italy perform an Exact PSI 
using the shared tax code key. The intersection 
is encrypted and transferred to the third 
“linker” party. ISTAT and Bank of Italy submit 
queries to the linker, which can perform 
aggregation and counts against the data on-
demand, with outputs transmitted to ISTAT and 
Bank of Italy.

Parties and trust relationship Bank of Italy and ISTAT act as input, compute, 
and output parties; third “linker” party serves in 
a compute role. Organisations trust each other 
(“honest but curious” threat model).

Implementation status Pilot

Resources

https://unstats.un.org/wiki/display/UGTTOPPT/5.+Italian+National+Institute+of+Statistics+and+Bank+of+Italy%3A+Enriching+data+analysis+using+privacy-preserving+record+linkage
https://unstats.un.org/wiki/display/UGTTOPPT/5.+Italian+National+Institute+of+Statistics+and+Bank+of+Italy%3A+Enriching+data+analysis+using+privacy-preserving+record+linkage


Future directions

All the stages in this line are still very active!!!



PETs maturity, opportunities and challenges 
- PETs are at different stages of development and will likely need to be part of data governance frameworks to ensure they 

are used properly. Many of these tools are still in their infancy and limited to specific data processing use cases. 

- Given their innovative nature and high potential, PETs warrant a comprehensive re-evaluation of the application of 
regulations on data collection and processing 

- Policy makers will increasingly need to consider how the use of PETs may impact regulatory assessments under national 
privacy and data protection frameworks, taking into account the contribution of PETs to privacy protective outcomes. 

- As PETs mature, there will be an increasing need for awareness raising and training to better design, build, implement, 
use and audit these new technologies. 

- Stronger cross-border and cross-sectoral regulatory co-operation will be needed to better consider technological 
developments on PETs for privacy and data protection. 



DOMANDE ?
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